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Introduction: Dysphagia causing aspiration pneumonia is a common complication in the advanced stages of
neurodegenerative disorders. Historically, physicians attempted to prevent this complication with gastrostomy
tube (GT) placement. Its use is supported in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), not supported in Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), and without disease‐specific guidelines in Parkinson’s disease (PD).
Method: The rate of GT placement in these three populations over two decades, from 1990 to 2010, was cal-
culated using a binomial regression model with the data extracted using diagnosis and procedural codes from a
national database. The median length‐of‐stay (LOS) and discharge destinations were compared.
Results: The rate of GT placement was 6.0% lower annually in AD, 3.4% in PD, and 0.2% in ALS (all p ≤ 0.007).
The analysis of hospital LOS and discharge destination showed 3.2 to 5.5 days longer LOS with GT placement
in all groups (all p ≤ 0.01), and three to four times lower odds of going home with GT placement in AD and PD
groups (OR 0.28, 95% CI 0.14–0.55, and OR 0.22, CI 0.11–0.42 respectively), while unchanged in ALS group
(OR 1.1, 95% CI 0.6–1.9).
Conclusion: Despite the downward trend of GT placement over two decades, thousands of AD and PD patients
still underwent GT placement annually, and this was associated with longer LOS in all groups and increased
likelihood of being discharged to a nursing facility in AD and PD. Further research is necessary to understand
the effects of GT on physician practices and patient expectations in advanced AD and PD.
1. Introduction

Severe dysphagia leading to aspiration pneumonia is a common
cause of death in advanced neurodegenerative disorders. Almost half
of early Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) patients and nearly 90% of advanced
AD patients exhibit dysphagia [1]. In Parkinson’s Disease (PD), rates of
dysphagia range from 35% to 82% in cross‐sectional studies, more
prevalent in advanced stages [2]. In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), about 80% of patients will have dysphagia at the end stage of
disease [3].

In the past, it seemed logical to prevent aspiration pneumonia with
gastrostomy tube (GT) placement in these populations. However, stud-
ies have shown no improvement in the risk of aspiration, no survival
benefit, or nutritional benefit in older adults with dementia [4–6].
For example, scintigraphic studies have demonstrated the aspiration
of gastric contents in patients with GT [7]. In contrast, in ALS, which
is mostly a non‐dementing neurodegenerative process, GT placement
has been shown to prolong life for approximately 1.5 years [8,9].
The data for the PD population is less clear, and no disease‐specific
guidelines exist.

In this study, we sought to assess the trend of GT placement among
hospitalized patients with AD, PD, and ALS. In addition, we examined
indirectly the burden of health care utilization associatedwithGTplace-
ment by analyzing the length of stay (LOS) and discharge destination.
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2. Methods

We conducted a secondary analysis of a national administrative
database, the National Hospital Discharge Survey (NHDS).

2.1. Data source

The NHDS is a publicly available, de‐identified database of inpa-
tient utilization records collected by the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS). Data is collected annually from 542 hospitals
selected by national probability sampling to represent 4 different pop-
ulation levels in 50 states and the District of Columbia [10,11]. These
hospitals are non‐federal, short‐stay (duration < 30 days) hospitals.
Participating hospitals must have a minimum of 6 beds. NHDS was col-
lected from 1965 to 2010. We extracted the International Classifica-
tion of Diseases, 9th revision, Clinical Modification (ICD9‐CM)
codes, procedural codes, LOS, and discharge destination for 2 recent
decades between 1990 and 2010 for this study. More recent data
(i.e. after 2010) is excluded because of the increasing use of GT place-
ment for the intestinal infusion of levodopa in PD patients [12]. The
database provided sample weights, which were applied to all calcula-
tions to generate nationally representative estimates. The Institutional
Review Board waived the necessity for board review because the data-
base was de‐identified, publicly available, and posed no risk to
subjects.

2.2. Definitions and variables

AD, PD, and ALS cases were identified using ICD9‐CM codes: 331.0,
332.0, and 335.20 respectively; these codes were validated in a previ-
ous study [13]. Other common causes of GT placement in this popula-
tion, such as acute ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke cases were
excluded, using ICD9‐CM codes: 434.11, 434.91, 436, 430, and 431;
these are also validated from previous studies [14,15]. The annual
incidence of GT placement in these patients was identified using
ICD9‐procedure codes: 43.11, 43.19, and 44.32 [16]. Current Proce-
dure Terminology (CPT) codes including 432.46, 436.53, 437.50,
438.30, 438.32, 443.72, 443.73, and 743.50 were not used, as these
Fig. 1. Yearly trends in gastrostomy (GT) placement. Rate of GT placement in each
reflect a restricted cubic spline fit to year.
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did not generate any data. The mean age and sex of each diagnosis
group with GT placement were compared. For the LOS, less than
1 day was counted as 0.5 days. Discharge destination included home,
short‐term facility, long‐term facility, and others: left against medical
advice, alive but disposition not stated, dead, or not reported.

2.3. Analysis

Rates of annual GT placement in AD, PD, and ALS were calculated
as the number of GT placements per thousand cases per year. The
results were plotted on the log‐binomial regression model to evaluate
trends. According to the Bayesian information criterion, the spline
model was a better characterization of the trend, compared to the lin-
ear model (Fig. 1) Additionally, years were aggregated into 5‐year
intervals to examine overall trends in placement across disease groups.
Analysis of LOS and discharge destination was conducted using data
from the most recent 5 years. LOS (in days) and discharge destination
were compared between patients with‐ versus without‐GT placement
in these disease groups. All results were age and sex‐adjusted.

3. Results

3.1. General characteristics

A total of 78,562 discharges were identified using the codes and
applying the exclusion criteria. Age and gender characteristics are
shown in Table 1. Cases for AD were 44,078, PD were 33,168, and
ALS were 1316. Mean age (standard deviation, SD), in years, of AD,
PD, and ALS patients were 82.0 (8.0), 77.2 (9.3), and 65.2 (14.1),
and males were 32.9%, 52.4%, and 56.5% respectively.

3.2. Trends

From the regression model of the analyzed cohort, the rate of GT
placement in AD and PD patients decreased each year compared to
the previous year; 6.0% per year in AD patients (p < 0.001), 3.4%
per year in PD patients (p < 0.001) (Fig. 1). The rate in ALS patients
also decreased but at a much lesser degree, 0.2% per year (p = 0.007).
diagnosis group are shown in log-binomial regression model. Smoothed lines



Table 1
Patient characteristics, rates, and outcomes of GT placement.

AD PD ALS

General Characteristics
Number of cases 44,078 33,168 1316
Age (SD) 82.0 (8.0) 77.2 (9.3) 65.2 (14.1)
Male (%) 32.9 52.4 56.5

Five-year aggregated rates of GT placement per 1000 cases
1990–1994 32.2 19.7 114
1995–1999 31.2 24.6 124
2000–2004 17.5 18.5 128.3
2005–2009 13.7 13.8 111.7

Length of Hospital Stay, Median number of days (IQR)
without GT 4 (3.6) 4 (3.8) 4.6 (3.8)
with GT 7.4 (7.0) 9.5 (12.6) 7.8 (19.7)

Discharge destination (%)
Without GT
Home 39.0 44.4 61.4
Short-term facility 6.2 6.7 0.9
Long-term facility 42.2 34.4 13.8
Other 12.2 13.7 23.6

With GT
Home 14.1 16 63.7
Short-term facility 12.3 11.1 0
Long-term facility 55 73.9 27.7
Other 11.8 5.2 9.6
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This was also demonstrated with 5‐year aggregate data (Table 1). In
AD, the rate dropped from 32.2 to 13.7 per thousand cases when com-
paring 1990–1994 aggregate to 2005–2009 aggregate (p < 0.001).
Similarly, in PD, the rate dropped from 19.2 to 13.8 per thousand cases
when comparing 1990–1994 aggregate to 2005–2009 aggregate
(p < 0.001). In contrast, for ALS, the rate dropped only non‐
significantly from 114.0 to 111.7 per thousand cases when comparing
the same 5‐year aggregate data (p = 0.49).

3.3. Length of stay

Median LOS was higher in all groups with GT placement (Table 1).
The median LOS for patients without versus with GT placement,
respectively, was 4 versus 7.4 days in AD (Wilcoxon rank‐sum test,
p < 0.001), 4 versus 9.5 days in PD (p < 0.001), and 4.6 versus
7.8 days in ALS (p = 0.01)

3.4. Discharge destination

Without GT placement, 39.0% of AD patients, 44.4% of PD
patients, and 61.4% of ALS patients were discharged home (Table 1).
Among AD and PD patients, the odds of being discharged to home
were three to four times lower with GT placement (OR 0.28, 95% CI
0.14–0.55 in AD, and OR 0.22, CI 0.11–0.42 in PD, all p values
<0.001). In contrast, in ALS patients, the odds of being discharged
to home remained largely unchanged regardless of GT placement
(OR 1.1, 95% CI 0.6–1.9).

4. Discussion

We found a decreasing rate of GT placement in AD and PD patients
and a relatively unchanged rate in ALS patients over two‐decades.
Despite the downward trend in the rate of GT placement in AD and
PD population, it is noteworthy that even in the later years of the study
period, thousands of patients were still undergoing GT placement
annually, despite lack of evidence for any benefit of GT in these
populations.

The level of evidence and guidelines differ regarding GT placement
for these conditions. Most well‐studied is the dementia population, in
which published reports demonstrate no improvement in risk of aspi-
ration, survival, or nutritional status with GT placement [4–6]. There-
3

fore, the American Geriatric Society (AGS) has recommended against
GT placement in advanced dementia [17]. In contrast, in ALS, GT
placement has been shown to prolong life, [8,9] guiding current prac-
tice. While there are no controlled trials, observational data in PD sug-
gest no survival benefit [18,19]. As the vast majority of advanced PD
patients develop dementia, they may be treated under this general
guideline (i.e. against GT placement).

The analyses also showed that GT placement was associated with a
longer hospital stay in all disease groups, and the longest in the PD
group. A potential explanation is that PD patients are prone to rapid
deconditioning due to decreased ambulation and overall immobility
while in the hospital. Furthermore, peri‐procedural ‘nothing by mouth’
(NPO) state may lead to missed doses of PD medications, which have a
visible effect on the patient’s clinical condition. Increased LOS among
AD and ALS patients can be partially explained by the common prac-
tice of 48–72 h of inpatient observation after GT placement, although
this can vary depending on institutional policy, physician practices, or
both. The longer hospital stay after GT placement may also be due to
diligent monitoring of post‐procedural complications, which can
include gastric perforation, perontinitis, and death [4].

Another factor in healthcare utilization is the increased use of long‐
term facilities after being discharged with GT. Since dysphagia is gen-
erally a sign of advanced disease, once discharged to these facilities,
patients will likely remain there. The short‐ and long‐term financial
ramifications of GT placement in AD and PD are unknown, but expect-
edly, extend beyond the hospitalization, particularly when accounting
for long term nursing care. Our data showed that AD and PD patients
were three to four times less likely to be discharged home with GT
placement than without. This is different from the ALS patients, in
whom the odds of being discharged to home did not change regardless
of GT placement. This might be due to ALS patients having a much
lower incidence of dementia, potentially making the careless challeng-
ing at home. Since the results were adjusted for age and sex, these fac-
tors did not account for this difference. However, it is worth
mentioning that AD and PD patients were significantly older than
ALS patients, making ALS patients easier to care for at home. In addi-
tion, ALS patients who undergo invasive procedures were previously
shown to have more financial support than those who do not, allowing
them to set up care at home [20]. This difference in outcome can also
be due to the long‐established, widely available multidisciplinary ALS
clinics, which provide education to patients and caregivers about man-
agement options and prognosis, perhaps including early and effective
goals of care planning.

There are limitations in our study worth mentioning. We conducted
a retrospective, secondary analysis of an administrative database,
which does not provide clinical details required to verify the certainty
of diagnosis. Specifically, ICD9‐CM code for PD may not be specific to
idiopathic PD and sometimes may include other parkinsonian syn-
dromes. However, we tried to account for this by excluding codes
for atypical parkinsonian disorders, including dementia with Lewy
Body (331.82) and other diseases of basal ganglia (progressive
supranuclear palsy, corticobasal syndrome) (333.0). Also, previous
studies have successfully used this database to study populations with
similar neurological disorders [13,21,22], and the predictive value is
acceptable. Furthermore, the database lacked details about the sever-
ity of PD motor symptoms, dementia, dysphagia, and other clinical fac-
tors. We were also unable to determine whether patients were on
dopaminergic therapy and if GT was placed for medication administra-
tion. This, in our experience, is a rare occurrence. Given the retrospec-
tive nature of this study, causality cannot be established. Our study
examined ‘all‐comers’ with a given disorder, irrespective of disease
severity. The AD and PD populations were older than the ALS patients,
but the sex‐ and age‐adjusted analyses did not show that age affected
the outcome. Compared to AD and PD, the number of ALS cases were
expectedly significantly fewer, so the data should be interpreted with
caution. For ALS cases, we also could not identify subtypes of ALS, so it
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is unclear how patients with bulbar onset ALS differed from the collec-
tive ALS cohort. The major strength of the study is that we used a large
database with millions of patients to examine yearly trends without
the bias of socioeconomic or demographic factors. It is possible that
patients in these disease groups could have had GT placement for
another indication, but this was addressed by the exclusion of common
indications for GT – such as stroke – in this age population.

We believe that appropriate expectation and discussion between
physicians, patients/caregivers addressing the goals of care may help
inform the post‐GT trajectory, and potentially decrease the likelihood
of unnecessary or undesired nursing home placement. Studies in onco-
logic populations have shown that earlier goals of care discussion and
palliative care consultation were associated with improved quality of
life, symptom management, and reduced health care utilization cost
[23,24]. However, such discussions often do not occur because of
physicians’ reluctance to address this issue [25]. Misconceptions about
the perceived benefits of GT placement are common and may con-
tribute to the continued use of GT in advanced neurodegenerative dis-
eases. For example, a survey examining GT‐related perceptions of 173
physicians found that the most common physician expectations from
GT placement were nutritional benefit (93%), medication administra-
tion (58%), prolonging life (49%), and preventing aspiration pneumo-
nia (44%) [26].

In 2014, AGS made the recommendation against GT placement in
patients with advanced dementia [17]. Therefore, physicians, patients,
and caregivers should consider early discussions regarding goals of
care, and mutually make informed decisions that impact them directly,
and the society indirectly. Further studies should explore patient and
caregiver awareness about risks of GT placement, and physicians’
knowledge and practices.
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